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INTEGRATED APPROACH TO FIELD DEVELOPMENT 
AT DIFFERENT PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION STAGES

In 2005 Alexey graduated from Novosibirsk State University, Department 
of Physics. He holds a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in physics. In 2006 
Alexey successfully received a master’s degree in petroleum engineering 
at Heriot-Watt University and at the same time he received a degree in 
Oil and Gas Field Development and Operation at Kirov Tomsk Polytechnic 
Institute. In 2015 Alexey graduated from Moscow International Higher 
Business School MIRBIS studying there strategic management and 
received a master’s degree in Business Administration.

Alexey is an experienced specialist who has worked in scientific institutions 
such as Institute of Nuclear Physics SB RAS, Institute of Hydrodynamics 
SB RAS, Institute of Semiconductor Physics SB RAS. He also has previous 
experience as head of Geology and Field Development at Tyumen 
Petroleum Research Center, TNK-BP. In 2010 Alexey was invited to lead 
the Development sector in NOVATEK STC, LLC. Currently he is a candidate 
for PhD in Engineering Science, an author and co-author of 30 research 
papers and one patent. 

ABSTRACT
The paper presents the core of integrated approach in field development 
implemented in NOVATEK, PJSC.

Integrated model case studies are demonstrated in the paper for field 
at early stage of production design and for field under development 
monitoring.
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BAZHENOV FORMATION DEVELOPMENT 
PROJECT STATUS AND OUTLOOK

 

In 1999 Kirill graduated from the Ufa State Petroleum Technological University 
with a specialization in “Development and Operation of Oil and Gas Fields”, in 
2003 - pass a PhD degree, in 2011 - pass a DSc degree.



Kirill has a 20 years' experience in the petroleum industry:

1997-2003 – worked at various fields of Western Siberia and Ural and 



Volga;



Region in workover and drilling operations;

2003-2007 – worked at an oilfield service company as Chief Process 



Engineer;

From 2007 – worked at different positions from Chief Specialist to Head of 



Project Engineering Support Office at Gazpromneft STC;



From 2010 – Head of Technologies Division at Gazpromneft STC;

From 2012 – Manager of major hard-to-recover reserves projects 



(Kuyumbinsky – Eastern Siberia, Bazhen);

From 2014 – Bazhen Project Executive Director at Gazprom Neft

Kirill is Head of department for Enhanced Oil Recovery for complicated targets 
at the Gubkin Russian State University of Oil and Gas, professor at the 
Department of Development and Operation of Oil and Gas Fields at Saint 
Petersburg Mining University. He is author of over 60 publications, including 37 
articles, 15 invention patents and 2 monographies.

ABSTRACT
The report discusses problems related to development and production of 
hard-to-recover reserves in Russia, analyzes the current technology creation 
and implementation system from the R&D stage to manufacturing, compares the 
differences and similarities of the Russian and international approaches in this 
area.

Based on the analyzed experience, a concept for the Bazhen Production 
Technology Center is suggested. The three key objectives of this project are 
formulated: 1) Create a production technology center; 2) Set up a testing 
platform and a trial ground on the basis of the Palyanovskaya Area and the 
Krasnoleninskoe field; and 3) create an efficient environment for cooperation 
between the Company, the Production Technology Center participants, and the 
government.

A successful implementation of this project will allow starting a full-scale 
cost-efficient development and production of hard-to-recover reserves in the 
Western Siberia.
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MODERN TRENDS IN COMPUTATIONAL 
PLATFORMS FOR RESERVOIR MODELING

Kirill Bogachev is the CTO of Rock Flow Dynamics. Kirill graduated from the 
faculty of Mathematics and Mechanics of Moscow State University. He is one of 
the leading experts in the area of high-performance parallel computing. Kirill 
holds degree of Dr. of Science.

He worked in YUKOS as the key software developer for dynamic reservoir 
modeling. In 2005 he became a co-founder and CTO of Rock Flow Dynamics, 
which develops tNavigator – software package for reservoir modeling.

Kirill also gives lectures to the students studying numerical mathematics on the 
faculty of Mathematics and Mechanics in Moscow State University. 

ABSTRACT
In this talk, the author will give an overview of the capabilities of the modern 
hardware platforms for high-performance simulations. Detailed analysis of the 
hardware architecture and characteristic features of personal computers and 
workstations, high-performance clusters, graphical adapters and cloud platforms 
will be presented.

There will be a discussion about computational performance of these platforms 
in application to the reservoir simulations, and also about potential technical 
limitations. 
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